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SYSTRA relocates in Edinburgh as part of its ambitious growth 

strategy 
Global sustainable infrastructure business SYSTRA has relocated its Edinburgh office as part of its 

long-term commitment to Scotland and in direct response to strong growth across the UK.  
 
SYSTRA has relocated in Edinburgh to Charlotte Square, prompted by strong local growth and a 
desire to attract new talent in Scotland to help meet the evolving needs of clients.  

SYSTRA is one of Scotland’s leading transport planning, engineering and infrastructure specialists. 
The multi-disciplinary Signature Team based in Edinburgh advises the Scottish Government, 
Transport Scotland, Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Regional Transport Partnership (Nestrans), 
Tayside & Central Scotland Transport Partnership (Tactran) and Strathclyde Partnership for 

Transport (SPT), as well as several local authorities across Scotland including Aberdeen City 
Council, Dumfries and Galloway and Renfrewshire Council. The Edinburgh team also supports 
private businesses across the retail, commercial, higher education and energy sectors, including 
ASDA Stores Ltd, and Ascona. 
 
Edinburgh is home to SYSTRA’s microsimulation hub, and the industry renowned Paramics 
software began in Edinburgh and is now in demand by policy and decision-makers globally.  
 
Sebastien Dupont, Managing Director (Consultancy) at SYSTRA, added: “Our new office in 
Edinburgh provides a fitting setting for our ambition to be the Signature Team of choice for 
transport and infrastructure services in Scotland. The office is wonderfully accessible by bus, tram 
and train, and is proudly adjacent to the newly-delivered segregated cycle route - part of the city’s 
strategic drive to encourage active and sustainable travel. 

“We are looking forward to growing our portfolio of work in Scotland and continuing to support 
our clients on complex sustainable infrastructure projects in the UK, Ireland and around the 
world.” 

SYSTRA’s new Edinburgh office is located at: 18 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh, EH2 4DF. Charlotte 
Square is located in Edinburgh’s west end and is part of the city’s famous Georgian New Town and 
the Edinburgh’s UNESCO World Heritage site. It is also near to Bute House, the home of 
Scotland’s First Minister, putting it right at the heart of transport links and decision-making seats.   
 
Find out more about SYSTRA at: www.systra.com/uk 

ENDS 

For more information or to arrange an interview please contact: 

Gemma Rathbone, SYSTRA +44 7885 468014 grathbone@systra.com 

Marion Gourlay TransportPR +44 7801 301259 marion@transportpr.com 

 

Notes to editors 

 
About SYSTRA 
 
SYSTRA in the UK and Ireland leads the delivery of sustainable infrastructure and environments 

through specialist engineering and consultancy services.   
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A world-leader in mobility and mass transit, we deliver planning and development consultancy, 
engineering design, project management, and specialist technical services, that enable the safe and 
efficient movement of people, goods and essential services. 
 
With more than 1,000 employees throughout the UK & Ireland, and nearly 11,000 around the 
world, our shared mission is to help create and connect liveable cities and neighbourhoods, 
bringing people together and facilitating their access to employment, healthcare, education, and 
leisure. 
 
For more information please visit www.systra.com/uk 

http://www.systra.com/uk

